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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
 
 
 

HILARIOUS AUDIENCE LOVE STORIES COME TO LIFE FOR  
VALENTINE’S DAY IN “HOW WE FIRST MET” 

 
One Night Only February 14 at Marines’ Memorial Theatre 

 
For tickets ($40-55) and information, please call (415) 392-4400 or visit howwefirstmet.com. 
 
SAN FRANCISCO (January 19, 2013) – Three lucky couples will tell their stories before 
hundreds when HOW WE FIRST MET, the hilarious hit improv comedy show inspired 
by real-life tales of romance, descends like Cupid through the clouds on San Francisco’s 
Marines’ Memorial Theatre for one night only on February 14, 2013.  
 
Now in its thirteenth smash year, HOW WE FIRST MET is an uplifting, one-of-a-kind 
theatrical experience that has been making Valentine’s Day memorable for audiences in 
cities as diverse as San Francisco, New York, Tokyo and Melbourne since 2001.  
 
“HOW WE FIRST MET is the perfect way to celebrate Valentine’s Day whether you’re 
on a blind date, going steady or have been married for longer than you can possibly 
imagine,” said San Francisco producer/comedian Jill Bourque, who dreamed up the idea 
for the show and serves as its emcee. 
 
In each performance of HOW WE FIRST MET, Jill interviews three couples live on 
stage about how they got together while a team of brilliant performers transforms pivotal 
moments from each real-life romantic rendezvous into improvised sketches and songs.  
 
The show features the talents of improv actors Laura Derry, Paul Erskine, Scott Keck, 
and Deborah Wade, and keyboardist Jerome Rossen. New this year is the added talent of 
the sensational improv hip-hop group, The Freeze. 
 
HOW WE FIRST MET came into being as a one-off Valentine's Day event at San 
Francisco's Bayfront Theatre in 2001 and has grown to play in dozens of cities 
worldwide. Over the years, the show has featured a vast array of couples representing all 
walks of life -- from gay to straight, liberal to conservative and new to longtime – all 
united by a common desire to celebrate through laughter what makes love come alive. 
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FOR CALENDAR EDITORS: 
 
WHAT: 
HOW WE FIRST MET, the hilarious hit improv comedy show inspired by real-life tales 
of romance, descends like Cupid through the clouds on San Francisco’s Marines’ 
Memorial Theatre for one night only on February 14, 2013. Now in its thirteenth smash 
year, HOW WE FIRST MET is an uplifting, one-of-a-kind theatrical experience that has 
been making Valentine’s Day memorable for audiences in cities as diverse as  
San Francisco, New York, Tokyo and Melbourne since 2001. In each performance of 
HOW WE FIRST MET, comedian and emcee Jill Bourque interviews three couples live 
on stage about their first encounter while a team of brilliant performers transforms pivotal 
moments from each real-life romantic rendezvous into improvised sketches and songs.  
 
WHO: 
HOW WE FIRST MET features creator/host Jill Bourque, improv actors Laura Derry, 
Paul Erskine, Scott Keck and Deborah Wade, and musical director Jerome Rossen. Plus 
the improv hip hop group, The Freeze. 
 
WHEN: 
Thursday, February 14, 2013 at 8pm  
 
WHERE:  
Marines’ Memorial Theatre, 609 Sutter Street, San Francisco, CA 94102 
 
TICKETS: 
For tickets ($40-55) and information, the public may call 415-392-4400 or visit 
www.howwefirstmet.com 
 
PHOTOS: 
High-resolution digital photos and art are available at: 
http://www.howwefirstmet.com/press-kit/ 
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ABOUT THE SHOW 
 
Three lucky couples will win the chance to 
tell the story of their first encounter before  
hundreds of people in HOW WE FIRST 
MET, the hilarious hit improv comedy 
show inspired by real-life tales of 
romance. Now in its eleventh smash year, 
HOW WE FIRST MET is an uplifting, 
one-of-a-kind theatrical experience that 
has been thrilling audiences in cities as 
diverse as San Francisco, New York, 
Tokyo and Melbourne.  
 
“HOW WE FIRST MET is the perfect 
night out whether you’re on a blind date, 
going steady or have been married for 
longer than you can possibly imagine,” 
says San Francisco producer/comedian 
Jill Bourque who dreamed up the idea in 2001 and serves as its emcee. 
 
In each performance of HOW WE FIRST MET, Jill interviews three couples live on 
stage about how they got together while a team of brilliant performers transforms pivotal 
moments from each real-life romantic rendezvous into improvised sketches and songs.  
 
The show features the talents of improv actors Laura Derry, Paul Erskine, Scott Keck, 
and Deborah Wade, and keyboardist Jerome Rossen.  
 
Would-be participants submit their stories online and audiences choose their favorite 
three pairs of lovebirds on the night of the performance itself.  
  
HOW WE FIRST MET came into being as a one-off Valentine's Day event at San 
Francisco's Bayfront Theatre in 2001 and has grown to play in dozens of cities 
worldwide. Over the years, the show has featured a vast array of couples representing all 
walks of life -- from gay to straight, liberal to conservative and new to longtime – all 
united by a common desire to celebrate through laughter what makes love come alive. 
 
 
 



 
 

HISTORY OF THE SHOW 
 
HOW WE FIRST MET is an uplifting, one-of-a-kind theatrical experience that has been 
enchanting audiences in cities as diverse as San Francisco, New York, Tokyo and Melbourne 
since 2001. 
 
SAN FRANCISCO PERFORMANCES: 
 

February 2013  Marines’ Memorial Theatre 
February 2012  Marines’ Memorial Theatre 
February 2011  Herbst Theatre 
August 2010  San Francisco Improv Festival 
February 2010  Herbst Theatre 
February 2009  Herbst Theatre 
February 2008  Herbst Theatre 
Feb. – Mar.  2007 Theatre 39 at PIER 39 
Feb. – Aug. 2006 Purple Onion 
February 2005  Magic Theater 
Jan/Feb 2004  The Velvet Lounge 
Jan/Feb 2003  Actor’s Theatre 
February 2002  Bayfront Theater 
August 2001  Bayfront Theatre 
February 2001   Bayfront Theater 
 
WORLDWIDE PERFORMANCES: 
 

TLC Channel   TV Show “Four Weddings” (Aired Nov. 2012) 
Hamilton, ON  Staircase Theatre (Feb. 2010-13) 
Phuket, Thailand Stardust Club, Crystal Serenity (April 2008) 
Los Angeles  Los Angeles Improv Festival (June 2004, June 2007) 
New York City  Gotham City Improv (Feb. 2002-06) 
Miami, FL  Just the Funny (Feb.2003-06) 
Toronto, Canada Impatient Theatre (Feb. 2002-04, 2006) 
Nashville  Ideaprov (Feb. 2005-06) 
Eugene, OR  Wymprov (Feb. 2002-05) 
Chicago, IL  Chicago Improv Festival (April 2004) 
St. Louis, MO  PaperSlip Theater (Feb. 2002-03) 
Melbourne, Australia Impro Melbourne (Feb. 2002) 
Kansas City, MO Wit Pending  (Feb. 2002) 
Denver, CO   Bovine Metropolis Theater (Feb. 2002) 
Urbana, IL   The Gaspar Project (Feb. 2002) 
Washington, DC  Capitol goga (Feb. 2002) 
Seattle, WA   Jet City Improv (Feb. 2002) 
Tokyo, Japan   TiLT Theater (Feb. 2002) 
Kobe, Japan   Voice Theatre Group (Feb. 2002) 



 
 

“Falling in love consists of uncorking 
the imagination and bottling the 
common-sense.” -Anonymous 

 
“How We First Met is the perfect way 

to celebrate Valentine’s Day whether 
you’re on a blind date, going steady or 
have been married for longer than you 
can possibly imagine,” says Jill Bourque, 
who dreamed up the idea ten years ago.  
“I created the show as a response to the 
plethora of improv comedy that was very 
‘shticky’ and not based on any true 
emotions. I really wanted to push the boundaries to see what could happen if we used stories 
from real people.” 

 
And what happened was an instant success on Valentine’s Day, 2001 at SF’s Bayfront 

Theatre and has played in dozens of cities worldwide. The production has featured hundreds 
of couples over the years, all united by a common desire to celebrate the love they have for 
each other. “The very first show sold out and was a heartfelt and hilarious adventure,” says 
Bourque. “I remember clearly that the audience was ‘pin drop’ quiet during the couple 
interviews. And when the stories were acted out, the laughter came in great rolling waves. It 
was a cathartic and exciting moment that I had never before experienced in improv comedy. I 
knew that we were onto something special.” 

 
The experience that planted the seed for the show actually happened at Bourque’s own 

wedding reception because all the guests asked her how she and her husband met. That was 
when she realized that people are fascinated by stories of how others fall in love. 



 
The current production features improv actors Laura Derry, Paul Erskine, Scott Keck and 

Deborah Wade, keyboardist Jerome Rossen and technical improviser Damon Paiz. Bourque 
is the show’s emcee. “It’s very much a collaborative effort,” says Bourque. “Most of the cast 
has been with the show since the very beginning. Paul Erskine and Laura Derry were both in 
the very first show in 2001.” 

 
In each performance, Bourque interviews three couples live on stage about that special 

moment when chemistry connected them and they knew they were in love. The improv cast 
then transforms their story into real-life sketches and songs. “There is a sort of alchemy that 
happens when a real-life couple steps on the stage to tell a story,” said Bourque. “The 
audience identifies with them and becomes charmed.”  

 
In order to be part of the show, couples must submit their profiles to howwefirstmet.com. 

The selection is narrowed down to ten couples through online voting, and audiences choose 
their favorite lovebirds on the night of the performance. Bourque feels it is her job to create a 
safe space for couples to relay their special moments in front of an audience. Her intention is 
to combine real life experience with improv to create comedy and genuine emotions. 
“Everyone is capable of being interesting,” she says. “Every life is interesting. Sometimes you 
just have to dig to find it.”  

 
How We First Met started because of Bourque’s determination to create a uniquely 

imaginative theatrical experience. “What I didn’t expect was to be so surprised and inspired 
by the stories I hear,” Bourque says. “I thought by now I would have heard it all, but I 
continue to be amazed at the way love happens.” She concludes, “As a host sometimes, I 
think I’m like a therapist. But I’m not going to lie. The couple on stage is having the best time 
of all.”  

 
How We First Met on Feb. 12 (Sat 8pm) at Herbst Theatre, 401 Van Ness Avenue, San 

Francisco. Tickets ($25 to $59) call (415) 392-4400 or at howwefirstmet.com. 
 



(cont.) 

The San Francisco Chronicle 
 

Thursday, February 9, 2006 
 

 

Hooking up -- oh, the drama! 
 

 

 
Jill Bourque, who invented the "How We First Met" concept that's being fleshed out at the Purple Onion, leaps through Cupid's bow on the Embarcadero. 

Love in bloom: Purple Onion improv show has fun with audience's stories 
 
By Reyhan Harmanci  
  

Jill Bourque, originator of the improv theater 
experience "How We First Met," has heard dozens of 
stories of how people met their significant others.  
 
Somehow, it never gets old.  
 
"I didn't think I would still want to do it, but the way 
people meet is so different. There are so many 
nuances, so many stops and starts," she says, 
reflecting on the fact that she's been hosting the show 
for five years. Her show premiered at BATS Improv 
in the Marina and has since been performed at the 

Actor's Theater, the Velvet Lounge and, this year, at 
the famed Purple Onion in North Beach.  
 
"We're hoping to follow Phyllis Diller's example. You 
know, she got her start at the Purple Onion. Her show 
was supposed to run for two weeks, but she ended up 
staying for 89."  
 
The way "How We First Met" works is this: A couple 
are selected at the beginning of the show by an 
audience vote to tell their story. As Bourque 
interviews them onstage, a team of improv actors 
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listens and jumps in to enact their tale, complete with 
songs, costumes -- whatever it takes. See what makes 
love last -- or come with your significant other and 
volunteer your story. "If you're celebrating your 25th 
anniversary, well, that's a lock," Bourque says, 
although unusual tales of l'amore can make for more 
interesting improv.  
 
While no couples have ever fought onstage, Bourque 
says it is common for people to remember their  
meeting differently.  
 
"One person will say, 'When I saw her I was instantly 
attracted' and she'll be like, 'No, I walked by you three 
times, you never noticed me.' We have our actors do 
different versions."  

"As host sometimes I think I'm like a therapist," a role 
she plays offstage, she says, as her friends now hound 
her for relationship advice.  
 
She doesn't have the answers, but she has some 
insight. "I do think that there's two distinct stages.  
 
There's the meeting/courtship stage, which is just a 
mystery. It must be biological and based on smell or 
something," she says, laughing, "it's so irrational. The 
thing that is rational, though, is how do you hold it 
together."  
__________________________________________ 
 
"How We First Met," 8 p.m. Fri.-Sat., Purple Onion, 
140 Columbus Ave., S.F. $25 (415) 956-1653. 
www.purpleonioncomedy.com. 
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Contra Costa Times 

February 13, 2006 
 

Romantic night of improv 
By Pat Craig, Theater Critic 

COUPLES, AND THEY all seem to be arriving in 
tandem, move carefully down the steep stairs 
descending from a dim Columbus Avenue doorway. 

It is a journey that takes them not only downward, but 
back in time, into the Purple Onion, a tiny time-warp 
of a nightclub that seems to have changed little from 
its mid-'50s heyday when acts such as the Smothers 
Brothers and Phyllis Diller launched their legendary 
careers. 

Tonight, and for the next several weekends, however, 
the dinky stage isn't a launching pad, but a platform 
supporting the labors of Cupid (who will appear later 
as a bald, middle-aged cherub clad in fluffy feathered 
wings and armed with a bow and arrow that couldn't 
pierce a bon bon). 

The evening, with its air of first-kiss euphoria, is titled 
"How We First Met." It's all about one couple selected 
by the audience for a full-scale examination of their 
relationship from its very beginning, most of it acted 
out in song and silliness by improvisational actors, 
who find laughs along someone else's road to 
romance. 

Silly? 

No sillier, probably, than dropping a day's pay on a 
dozen roses. But this is not the time to measure things 
in practicality -- Valentine's Day is approaching, and 
the giddiness of romance is not something coldly 
calculated in monetary value. 

The success of "How We First Met" has traveled far 
beyond Jill Bourque's wildest dreams. The show has 
been going strong in San Francisco for the past half-
dozen Valentine's seasons. It has been staged in 15 
locations around the world, and is playing on a more 
or less permanent basis in cities as diverse as New 
York; Nashville; and Winnipeg, Canada. 

 

But all you really need to see are the eager and diverse 
faces galloping toward the little round, candle-topped 
tables in the subterranean Onion -- ranging from 
twentysomethings to fiftysomethings -- eager to relive 
the first blush of love, either their own, or that of the 
couple a few tables over. 

Bourque, a self-avowed romantic, who says she has 
yet to tire of hearing how couples met and fell in love, 
begins the evening by introducing a couple or two 
from past shows, still happily wedded and raising 
families. Quickly this switches to informal 
"interviews," where she asks a few couples at ringside 
how they met, when they knew they were in love and 
things along those lines. 

The audience votes, by applause, on the couple that 
will have its courtship instant replayed. 

One couple at a recent production told Bourque they 
met at a "queer artist colony" in Kentucky. 

Lissin Lev Chaya and David "Heart" Heartlife, who 
found love in the alternative Kentucky countryside 
and are chosen almost by acclamation, grin as they 
seat themselves in the crimson love seat onstage, 
waiting to see their lives pass before their eyes. 

Bourque, sensing she has hit romantic gold, smiles 
shyly as she begins the interview. 

"Were you, uh ... 

"I mean, did you, uh ... 

"Well it was a queer artists commune," she says, 
grasping at exactly how to phrase the first question. 
The one on everyone's mind. 

"My mom was really happy when I left with a guy," 
said Lissin, defusing the situation like a bomb-squad 
veteran. 



CONTRA COSTA TIMES (cont.) 

 
And it gets better. The couple, currently working as a 
traveling comic/juggling act that teaches school kids 
about conservation, had a cross-country courtship that 
really heated up when Heart invited Lissin to a 
juggling convention in Hawaii. 

It was there the two realized they had special feelings 
for each other. 

Awwwwwww. ... The crowd eats it up, and the 
improvisers keep it light and funny as they spin the 
tale of juggling and romance on the rebound (Heart 
had just extracted himself from a marriage that wasn't 
working out). 

Actors Amber Price and Paul Erskine play Lissin and 
Heart, gleefully singing and dancing around the idea 
of two lovers meeting in the artist community in the 
South. 

Through it all, Bourque, a veteran of Bay Area improv 
outfit known as TheatreSports, keeps the show rolling, 
pulling delicious details from the couple and setting 
up the improv scenes so the actors, whose offerings 
range from spontaneous show tunes to near-soap-
opera dialogue, keep the audience giggling. 

After six years, Bourque knows how it works. And, 
perhaps more importantly, how it shouldn't work -- a 
lesson learned the year the show was performed in a 
place that served hard liquor (the Purple Onion offers 
only beer, wine and wine cocktails). 

That year, after some libations, one couple selected 
was so loose that the man confessed to an illicit affair, 
something that didn't seem to bother his mate, but had 
the audience divided and riled to the point just this 
side of fisticuffs. 

Only once has Bourque done a little social 
engineering in her romantic quest. A fellow called her 
and said he wanted to have the relationship between 
him and his girlfriend to be acted out right up to the 
point where he proposed to her, which he planned to 
do at that performance. 

"I couldn't resist, so just that one time, I fixed it," 
Bourque says. 

The young woman had no clue what was going on, 
and wasn't even clear on the idea when one of the  

 

 
actors got down on one knee and pantomimed holding 
up a ring. 

"Then, she just went crazy," says Bourque. "The 
whole room went crazy. And the couple is still 
together. I just talked to them last week." 

Pat Craig is the Times theater critic. He can be 
reached at 925-945-4736 or at pcraig@cctimes.com. 

Troupe re-enacts courtship of one lucky couple 

THEATER PREVIEW 

• WHAT: "How We First Met" 

• WHEN: Fridays and Saturdays through Feb. 25 

• WHERE: Purple Onion, 140 Columbus Ave., SF 

• HOW MUCH: $25 



 
 
 

 
February 13, 2004 

   

Crazy Love  
By ROBERT J. HUGHES Staff Reporter of THE WALL STREET JOURNAL 

 

 
Reality Programming: Love stories of audience members get retold in “How We First Met” 

 

HOW WE FIRST MET Through Feb. 28 The Velvet Lounge 443 
Broadway San Francisco 415-845-4314 www.howwefirstmet.com  

COUPLES ALWAYS remember their first encounters, and this show 
dramatizes those meetings. A pair from the audience is interviewed live 
onstage about the couple's true-life love stories, while actors recreate those 
early romantic moments with improvised sketches and songs. The show has 
played in cities across the U.S., and told the stories of a variety of couples, 
old, young, straight and gay. Performances Friday and Saturday evenings at 
8 p.m. Tickets are $25 ($35 for performance Valentine's Day).  

 

 



 
The way we were: From left, Zackary Quinn Patterson, 
Paul Erskine and Scott Keck improvise in “How We First Met.” 

 

Love stories: Couples see their romance played onstage 

BY JOYCE NISHIOKA 

    At a rehearsal for "How We First 
Met," Christine Choy Bush and her 
husband, Jonathan Bush, sit onstage, 
revealing that their relationship turned 
serious after a few months of CSBF.  

    "CSBF?" asks the moderator and 
show's creator Jill Bourque.  

    Jonathan explains, "Yeah. Casual 
sex between friends."  

    Then, improv actors re-enact one of 
their amorous nights. Lying in a 
makeshift bed together, actor John 
Chung (playing Christine) moans while 
his colleague, Scott Keck (playing 
Jonathan), pretends to smoke a 
cigarette.  

    (Watching the scene, Christine 
chuckles, "I'm faking it.")  

    Keck jumps out of bed and says to 
Chung, "OK, then. Same time next 
week?"  

    As the lights dim on the actors, 
Jonathan comments, "That's about 
right."  

    Jonathan isn't the only one whose 
love story is being played out for this 
Valentine's show, which can be seen -- 
in ever-changing incarnations -- tonight 
through Feb. 22 at Actors Theatre.  

    Each night, Bourque conducts 
onstage interviews with two couples 
from the audience, who divulge their 
romantic secrets as improv actors 
reinterpret their experiences through 
song, dance and sketch comedy.  

    Bourque got the idea for the show 
three years ago at her wedding 
reception, where guests had one 
common question for her husband and 
her: How did you meet? "Couples are 
asked that all the time because it's such 
a fascinating story, how people fall in 
love," Bourque says. In 2001, she 
directed the first run of "How We First 
Met." The following year, after news of 

the show spread 
among improv 
actors, she helped 
12 other theater 
groups, from as far 
away as Australia 
and Japan, put 
together their own 
"How We First 
Met" productions.  

    Now bringing 
the San Francisco 
show back for its 
third season, 
Bourque says the 
stories still touch 
and surprise her, 
recalling one 
couple that met online while playing 
interactive role-playing games.     Even 
though she was 20 years older than he, 
not to mention married with children, 
the romance blossomed, and she 
eventually visited him in the Midwest, 
where he was living in his parents' 
basement.  

    Bourque says, "That one hardly 
needed dramatization. They were 
entertaining enough just by 
themselves."  

    Parviz Fathali and Melanie Borva 
are another pair who volunteered to 
share their courtship tales at the recent 
rehearsal.  

    Just before being called to the stage, 
Borva confides to Fathali, "Wouldn't it 
be awful if everyone watching went, 
'Ho-hum,' thinking, 'Wow, that was a 
dull experience!' "  

    An unlikely scenerio with this pair 
of stand-up comics providing the 
source material. In one scene, Melanie 
(played by Zackary Quinn Patterson) 
sits in her car just outside a comedy 
club where she will  

perform, sobbing, "I could have 
married some guy and had three kids."  

   In another scene, the two meet at a 
comedy workshop, where Fathali 
(played by Paul Erskine) struggles to 
listen to the instructor because of 
Borva's endless chatter.  

    The actors also perform a short 
operetta to demonstrate Borva's weekly 
"breakdowns." In full soprano 
Patterson sings, "I am fat. I am fat. I 
am fat!"  

    "No you're not!" retorts Erskine in 
tenor.  

    After the real Borva and Fathali 
regain composure, Bourque asks them 
what their relationship's turning point 
was.  

    Borva is speechless, but Fathali says, 
"The turning point was the first time I 
saw her."  

    "If either one of us is having a bad 
day, we call each other and just start 
cracking up. Everything turns around," 
he says. "That's what love is all about."  
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CUPID has a secret weapon in his quiver this 
Valentine's Day. That weapon is called improvisation 
-- improv for short. With this year's hearts-and-
flowers holiday falling on a Saturday, we have an 
entire weekend devoted to the amorous arts. That 
means there's plenty of time to see how improv can 
turn the game of love into public comedy or help us 
hone our game-player's skills.  

Three years ago, Jill Bourque devised a way to turn 
her passion for improv into a romantic, entertaining  
and very funny evening for couples.  

 
Todd and Victoria Carlisle of Oakland at the 

 How We First Met interactive comedy show at the 
 Velvet Lounge in San Francisco. (Sean Connelley) 

 
From humble beginnings at San Francisco's Bayfront Theatre to success on a grand scale, 
Bourque's "How We First Met" has become a nationwide phenomenon. This Valentine's Day 
alone there are shows in New York, St. Louis, Toronto and Miami, among others.  

The show also is running through this month at the Velvet Lounge in San Francisco, Bourque's 
home town.  

The formula is simple: Couples are chosen from the audience to be interviewed on stage. As they 
answer questions about things such as their courtship, their first kiss and their relationship, a 
small troupe of improv actors creates comic scenes based on the couple's story.  

Matthew Rodriguez of Berkeley remembers sitting on stage next to his then girlfriend, now fiancé, 
and telling the story of how they met.  

"I was in a cafe working on a presentation, and she came in with a bunch of friends after seeing 
the movie 'American Psycho,'" Rodriguez recalls. "She noticed me, and on her way out, she said, 
'You look like you're really busy, but I think you should have this.' Then she gave me her number 
and left."  

At that point in the story, the actors took over the stage. One welcomed everyone to the American 
Bravery Awards and presented an award to the actress playing Rodriguez's girlfriend for 
committing "one of the bravest acts ever attempted by womankind."  

Other scenes played out by the actors included the girlfriend trying to get soft-spoken Rodriguez 
drunk so he'd talk more. The more he drank, the more the UC Berkeley math student started 
spouting random numbers.  

"It was all good fun," Rodriguez says. "I liked reliving some of those experiences because you 
can sort of see what you might have looked like to the other person when you were out on a date. 
I suppose doing this could be like good therapy. Only therapy probably isn't so entertaining."  

(cont.) 



Although she has seen hundreds of couples tell their stories during the last few years, Bourque 
remembers Rodriguez well.  

"He just blossomed on stage," she says. "When he came on stage he was really shy, and the 
more he talked, the more he changed. The audience loved him."  

The first time she did "How We First Met," Bourque figured it would be a one-time deal. But 
audience response was just too strong.  

"That night was like no other I had experienced," Bourque says. "It was very funny, but there were 
moments when the audience was just holding their breath to see what the couple would say next. 
I had never had that kind of experience in improv before."  

There's a sort of alchemy that happens, Bourque says, when a real-life couple steps on stage to 
tell a story. The audience identifies with them and becomes charmed. The more responsive the 
audience is, the more the couple opens up.  

"All this warmth happens," Bourque says. "Sometimes it gets poignant and people cry. Mostly it's 
hysterical and everyone laughs."  

Bourque and her husband went to see the show in New York two years ago and ended up as the 
couple being interviewed on stage.  

With the tables turned, Bourque felt the true impact of her creation.  

"All those emotions come back from when you first met," she says. "You watch the improvisers, 
and it's like watching a movie of your own life. I started remembering things I didn't usually 
remember. The experience triggers you. The people having the most fun at the show are 
definitely the people on stage, though I think the audience has fun, too."  

Some couples are more comfortable than others on stage, but as the onstage interviewer in San 
Francisco, Bourque says it's her job to create a safe space.  

"Everyone is capable of being interesting," she says. "Every life is interesting. Sometimes you just 
have to dig in and find it."  

Bourque combines real life and improv to create comedy and genuine emotion.  

 


